Pool Policies


























Children 15 years of age and under must be accompanied by a parent or legal guardian.
Any person with an infectious disease or open sore will not be permitted in the pool.
Only lined swimsuits allowed. Gym shorts, cut-off shorts and pants are not permitted.
Swim diapers must be used on all children not potty-trained.
No Running.
No Diving.
No entering the water backwards. Everyone must enter the pool facing the water.
No fake drowning (You will be asked to leave immediately).
No horse play in or out of the pool.
No one is allowed to ride another person’s shoulders or back.
Anyone acting in a manner that could cause harm to themselves or others will be dismissed
from the facility.
No toys or non-essential floatation devices allowed.
Parents/guardians must be in the pool and within arm’s reach of any non-swimming children
including those dependent on floatation devices.
Lap swimmers are required to share available lap lanes.
No crossing under or over lane lines when the lanes are in use.
No one is allowed to hang on lane lines.
No weapons.
No Alcoholic beverages allowed.
No glass containers.
No smoking or tobacco products in or near the pool area.
No chewing gum is permitted in the pool or deck areas.
No profanity allowed.
No public displays of affection (PDA).
No radios.
All pools will be cleared once in the middle of each session for 10 minutes, and a final break will
begin 10 minutes before the end of each session.

Thunder and Lightning
If thunder is heard or lightning is seen, the lifeguards will clear the outdoor pool area of all patrons.
Patrons will be allowed back on the deck and in the water 30 minutes after the last sound of thunder
and/or the last sight of lightning. If it is raining and there is no sign of thunder and lightning, the outdoor
pool is to remain open. However, if the rain gets hard enough that the lifeguards can no longer see the
bottom of the pool, the pool will be cleared. Patrons will be allowed back in the water once the bottom
of the pool becomes visible.

